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Chapter 11:
Timelines and Patterns
The Issue of Free Will
The one right all humans assume we have is free will. We do not want to
think that our lives are predestined. The concept of free will may have originated
with the religion of the ancient Geeks. They wanted to separate man from God,
so God would not interfere with man.1 The Greeks felt that people had a right to
make their own mistakes without God’s “interference.” They were against the
Jewish religion because the Jews claimed descendency from Noah and the Jewish
religion was God-centered, not man-centered. The Greeks claimed their
descendency from Cane, Adams first son, and the Hebrews claimed theirs from
Seth, Adams third son.
This chapter is going to present something that has never been discovered
before in history. How God controls events and to the extent he does it. My one
major purpose in this book is to prove the existence of God and reveal who He is
in relationship to the Universe. This Chapter will definitively demonstrate that we
are in a computer—the Diehold—and there is a God who controls it.
Cycles
I presented a videotape analogy in Chapter 3 to help describe our reality. I
then posed the question: “How do you know you are a created being and that
your existence comes from somewhere else?” The answer: You look for cycles in
existence which logically should not be present if everything is supposed to be
random. If you discover patterns in time, this is proof that some entity is
programming events to occur at specific points in time. The entity is, of course,
God—so this chapter will complete my proof that our Universe is the product of
information, which exists in the Diehold, and that God is the Operating System of
our Diehold.
Two Parts to My Discovery
There are two parts to the discovery. First, there are 12,068-day (33.04
years) cycles in history discernible by counting backwards from the cataclysm
date of October 16, 2046. An important event occurs every 12,068 days. More
often than not, the event has been or will be directly or indirectly related to the
Jewish people (Table 11-1).
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There are, of course, problems with determining the exact dates for many
ancient events, because we just do not know the exact day an event occurred. We
may know the month or the season while sometimes the year may be up for
debate. The dates I provide, which are older than 970 B.C.E., derive from my
calculations, from my research into Jewish history, and from the Oxford University
chronology of Jewish history. Another important point to remember is that
sometimes the date was when an agreement was made, or a decision on the
event was made.
The second part of the discovery was to find the “holy numbers” 3,017,
6,034, 12,068, 24,136, and 36,204 showing up as the total number of days
between two important dates, and which were also incorporated in measurements,
such as for distances. For an example, let us say 50 years separate two important
events, so 50×24.136 = 1,206.8, which is the main coded message of the Torah.
How I Discovered It
I discovered the number 12,068 embedded in the Torah in 1994. In 1989 I
had already figured out the date for the next Gleissberg cycle (between September
to December 2046). The Genesis story of Noah gave me the month and day when
the next polar reversal will occur. Naturally, I wanted to see how old I would be
when this event will happen. It turned out I will be 99.12 years old. For some
reason, I decided to convert 99.12 years into days and found that it equals 36,204
days (3×12,068)! At that point, it got personal and, I have to admit, it did startle
me for a while. I had to think about what I had discovered for a couple of weeks.
It did not stop my research but changed it. I started to look at the cycles in a
different way. I thought that maybe other events occurred on one of these 12,068day cycles, counting back from my then tentative polar reversal date. Table 11-1
lists the dates and events that I have found so far. My only problem was finding
research books with important dates in history specifying the exact month and
day. Another problem was that we do not know where to look for an important
event, which God made happen on that date. Normally, you would search for the
date of a battle, or signing of an important document, or a meeting, etc., or the
birth date of someone who does or has done or will do something important. I
also discovered that some very significant events occurred on a half-cycle and
quarter-cycle of 12,068.
Cycles Through Time
The following table illustrates important events which occurred exactly on
the 12,068th day or on a factor of it starting from October 16, 2046 and counting
back in time. Some might say it is a coincidence, and that would be true if it was
only two or three dates, but I have found over 40 important dates. I am sure
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there are many more, but research books with dates older then 1600 C.E. are
hard to come by. I have chosen to list all the whole-cycle dates. If you find other
significant events which occurred on whole-cycle or half- or quarter-cycle dates
please write to the publisher with your findings.
Most of these dates are very important in history. One of the most important
dates in the twentieth century was August 19, 1914. If President Wilson had
declared the United States was not going to be neutral and would join the war in
Europe, I believe the Germans would have sought a way to end the war early, and
it would not have dragged on to September 1918. The peace treaty eventually
resulted in the economic collapse of the German Republic. The Depression
brought about the election of Adolf Hitler and therefore the Holocaust. The
Europeans and the American Christian leadership were ashamed of what had
happened to the Jews, so they voted for the creation of the State of Israel in the
United Nations on November 29, 1947.
I have a difficult time believing that these events are random and mealy a
coincidence. They each fall on one of the cycle dates and it is not by accident. It
is by design.
Related Dates
Another discovery I made was finding the number of years between two
important events in history, revealed one of the sacred numbers. The following
events are arranged in chronological order, from the oldest date to the present
day.
1606 B.C.E.: FROM ISAAC TO THE EXODUS

I estimate that Isaac was born in 1606 B.C.E. and he was a little over 13 years
old when his father was instructed by God to sacrifice him. The Exodus occurred
in September 1306 B.C.E. The difference is 300 years (300 x 24.136 = 7,240.8
÷ 12 = 603.4).
MARCH 1306 B.C.E.: FROM MOSES TO MY EXPEDITION

In earlier Chapters I referred to the Exodus as occurring in 1306 B.C.E. I had
calculated that the exact date of the Exodus was September 29, 1306 B.C.E. I had
also figured out the date that Moses and Aaron cursed the waters of the Nile,2
which occurred on the summer solstice, which occurs in the third week of June.
Three months before this, Moses was at mount Sinai grazing his flock of sheep.
He went there because the area was a savanna, at the time, with grasslands and
water in the wadis.
On my first expedition to Mount Sinai we arrived at the base of Mount Sinai
on November 29, 1997. If my calculations are correct, Moses had to be at Mount
Sinai on March 25, 1306 B.C.E., exactly 1,206,800 days before we arrived there.
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